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Abstract 

Observations from the Mars Atmosphere and 
Volatile EvolutioN (MAVEN) mission have revealed 
that the Martian magnetotail possesses a twisted 
configuration, dependent on the dawn-dusk 
component of the interplanetary magnetic field (IMF). 
Tail twisting has also been reported at intrinsic 
magnetospheres such as Earth; however, the main 
driver of this twist at Mars is still undetermined. 
These observations shift the paradigm of the 
magnetotail structure at Mars, which was once 
thought to possess two, symmetric tail lobes, formed 
solely by the draped IMF [1]. The availability of 
continuous, comprehensive observations provided by 
MAVEN enable statistical analyses to understand 
both the structure and dynamics of the Martian 
magnetotail [2,3,4]. 

Here, we augment the original investigation by 
DiBraccio et al. [2018] in order to assess whether the 
orientation of the crustal magnetic fields play a role 
in the degree of tail twisting at Mars. More than four 
years of MAVEN magnetic field data [5,6], spanning 
from October 2014 through December 2018, are 
analyzed. We require that MAVEN measured both 
the upstream solar wind and magnetic tail over a 
single orbit in order to be included in this study, 
resulting in the selection of >2200 orbits. These 
orbits are sorted based on the IMF dawn-dusk 
component along with the local time (LT) orientation 
of the strongest crustal magnetic fields (located at 
~180°E longitude). Crustal field LT are separated 
between midnight, dawn, noon, and dusk orientations. 
Initial statistical results demonstrate that the tail 
remains twisted to a large degree, regardless of 
crustal field orientation. This analysis is extended to 
determine whether seasonal effects, and therefore the 
degree to which crustal fields experience solar wind 
forcing, play a role in the tail twisting. Additionally, 

data-model comparisons provide further global 
contextualization by utilizing field-line tracings to 
determine whether the tail field topology changes as 
a function of crustal field orientation or season. 
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